Bitexco Financial Tower
District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

JOINTECH
YOUR TRUSTED SOLUTIONS PROVIDER BEYOND SECURITY

Industry: FINANCIAL
End User:
Bitexco Financial Tower is one of the main tall
skyscrapers in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, owned
by Bitexco Group that has 68 floors above ground.
TMF Group’s operates out of floor 08, which are
expert accountants, legal, financial, corporate
secretarial, HR and payroll professionals that are
from around the world that enables clients to
operate their corporate structures, finance vehicles
and investment funds in different geographical
locations. The group helps companies of all sizes
to grow their operations. Their client base includes
private and listed companies, both in multinational
and single-country entities.

Business Objective:

( Bitexco Financial Tower )

Secure Access Control System: 14 Doors
9 – Sets ASIS Controller ACU200

When TMF group opened their offices in Vietnam,
the company requested to conduct with the same
solutions provider fulfilling all their needs. With two
locations in Vietnam, headquarter in the South,
TMF group was highly interested in protecting
sensitive areas in their offices from all employees
of the firm and with visitors that were coming in.
The management at TMF felt it was essential to
implement a secure access controll system that
ensured that no one is able to access the office
buildings unacknowledged as well as guarantees a
fast and immediate response to all intruder threats
within the building.

18 – Sets HID Reader R10

Solution:

The newly installed products provide TMF group with
the ability to monitor personnel and customers in detail
and to respond to any potential intruder issue
immediately. The high quality of all HID products
guarantees reliability at any time.

The provided access control system installed in
every main door and conference room facilitates
full control of meetings and discussions without the
need for an operator. The system can also be
easily extended, and provides ease of use for its
various functions and unique features. Multiple
controllers and readers are installed in different
access points throughout the firm.
The system is further complemented with an ideal
state-of-the-art time management programming
solution that promises uniform excellence in
allowing the correct entry to personnel when
prompted, while declining access to intruders.

ACCESS CONTROL

2 – Sets B450 Converter 485 to IP

Result:

Installer:
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